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Ringhals - the largest power plant in Sweden 
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Key numbers’ 

• Owners: Vattenfall (70,4 %) and E.ON (29,6 %) 

• Number of reactors in operation: 1 BWR, 4 PWR 

(commissioned1975-1983) 

• Production capacity: approx. 28 TWh/Year 

• Installed power: 3746 MW                                    

• No. of employees: 1630                                             

• Covers approx. 20 per cent of the  

total demand for electricity in Sweden 

• Appr.10.000 contractors, suppliers  

and vendors acting on/off-site   
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Retrospect – Traditional Safety Management approaches 

• The heritage of past Production Management 

- Scientific Management – Taylorism 

 

• The heritage of past Human Performance 

Management and its means of control 

- Psychological Behaviourism 

 

• The competing perspectives on Safety Management 

- Determinism versus Complexity 

 

• The contradicting perspectives on safety  

- A brief summary 
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Prospects – Modern Safety Management approaches 

• The dynamics of organizational structures, culture and core task demands 

- Resilience put in perspective 

 

• The Learning of open concepts 

- Way Forward 

 

• The Prospects 

- What if… 

 

• The Vision & The Mission 

- Resilience Engineering – a World Cup Soccer Case 

 

• Conclusions 

- Discussion 
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The heritage of past Production Management 

Taylorism  
 
1) Aims to achieve maximum job fragmentation to 

minimize skill requirements and job learning time   

2) Separates execution of work from work-planning   

3) Separates direct labor from indirect labor  

4) Replaces rule of thumb productivity estimates 
with precise measurements   

5) Introduces time and motion study for optimum 
job performance, cost accounting, tool and work 
station design   

6) Makes possible payment-by-result method of 
wage determination    

• Criticized for alienating workers by (indirectly but substantially) treating 
them as mindless, emotionless, and easily replicable factors of production 

 

• Workers mandate, initiative and creativity is replaced by oversight control 
and detailed regulation. This is why flexibility, manageability and adaptation 
is so undeveloped in complex systems of today 

Early assembly line at Ford factory (1913) 
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The heritage of past HuP Management and Control 1(2) 

Psychological Behaviourism  

 

• In Behaviourism focus is on external 
observable processes, were internal 
mental processes are discarded. Its origin 
can be traced back to i.a. Pavlov (1927)  

• Skinner (1938) further developed the theories of Behaviourism. 
  
A central issue of interest is Skinner’s concept of positive and negative 
reinforcement for influencing human behaviour:  

- Positive reinforcement is a rewarding stimulus for a desired behaviour  

- Negative reinforcement is the removal of an adverse (unfavourable) stimulus  

 

• Sometimes this is misinterpreted as ‘punishment’ 

One pigeon, using his beak, tries to bat the ball past his 

opponent, the winner is rewarded with food after each success  

             (Skinner, 1950) 
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The heritage of past HuP Management and Control 2(2) 

• Within the behaviourist view of e.g. learning, the 
"teacher" is the dominant person and takes complete 
control, evaluation of learning comes from the teacher 
who exclusively decides what is right or wrong  

• Traces of the Behaviouristic theme may also be seen in 
traditional Safety Management, where the focus on 
safety relies largely upon compliance to rigid rules 
and an extensive standardization of work (Taylorism)   

• In those models human behaviour and organizational 
performance are judged as either right or wrong 
with respect to rules and regulations. Generally, 
compliance is prescribed while non-compliance is 
subject for firm correction– a practice in line with 
commonly misapplied Psychological Behaviourism   

• This approach does not take into account the 
adjustments that people actually need to make in 
order to successfully fulfil their core task  
- adjustments that occasionally also go wrong   

The ruling teacher (Torment, 1944)  

”Sometimes things do go wrong” 
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The competing perspectives on Safety Management 1(3) 

Determinism versus Complexity 

 

• Current Safety Management paradigms manifesting in  

Best practice, formalized and rigid processes,  

pre-engineered scenarios, detailed regulated descriptions, 

hierarchical organizations and top-down structures… 

 

…tries to define and control every possible state in  

a process or activity 

 

• The general assumption is that future states can be  

determined from the present (Determinism)  

 

• However, in reality systems are composed of an almost indefinite number of 

elements where interactions cannot be determined other than by simplified models 

and reductive biases, e.g. by assumptions and exclusions  

Definitely not part of the 

scenario-plan 
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The competing perspectives on Safety Management 2(3) 

A. The bound interrelationships between the old and the new 

safety sub-systems (A/B & C/D) became partly 

overlooked by Operations and Maintenance during the 

test sequence. This resulted in top-filling the steam 

generator’s secondary side, thus putting an adverse stress 

to the main steam supply lines (pipe system). 

 

B. A short circuit in the main grid power transformer was not correctly identified by the operators; 

The relevant transient operating procedures were too extensive to completely run-

trough in order to – as a priority without undue delay – re-establish preferred power supply 

(the main grid) to the unit. Therefore, operators’ situational understanding at a certain point 

became the dominant tool.  

 

However, operators were unaware of the short-circuit due to the alarm presentation system 

ergonomics was subject for multiple trade-off’s and thus did not fully support the situational 

understanding of the disturbance. Also, an erroneous indication misled the operators 

situational analysis, whereas other available transient information were not sought for. 
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The competing perspectives on Safety Management 3(3) 

C. Some of the formal and governing work-packages are 
less descriptive, less information-rich, than others. Still 
the workforce is implicitly expected to handle on-the-
spot adaptations, regardless of the knowledge and 
experience levels of individuals.  

 

This indicates the presence of a belief in a formal 
regulation, an implicit knowledge that this are not always 
effectively supported, and an implicit trust in informal 
adjustments by people, which consequently are not 
actively managed, supported and utilized.  
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The contradicting perspectives on safety - a brief summary 

• Compliance are firmly regulated and standardized by ‘Best Practice’ (Taylorism)  

• Deviations to compliance are managed by firm correction (misapplied Behaviourism) 

• Procedures and adherence is regarded as one of the main safety tools to achieve 

desired outcome in activities (Determinism) 

 

• However, complex, tightly coupled socio-technical systems constantly need 

adaptations, due to the natural and inherent performance variability 

 

Can the potential conflict between regulation and adaptation  

be effectively managed by current Safety Management paradigms? 
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The dynamics of organizational culture and its core task 

Characteristics of the physical object of work 

(e.g. complexity, technical reliability) 

 

The objective of work 

 

External influences, the society and the 

environment (e.g. regulation, public opinion, 

competition, suppliers) 

 

Structure (organizing of work, practises, 

competence of personnel, tools, history) 

 

Internal integration (climate, norms) 

 

Conceptions (concerning the demands of the 

work, organization, safety, effectiveness)  (Oedewald &  Reiman, 2007) 

Boundaries of safety 
Margin of manouvre 

Change pressures 

Resilient approaches  

to cope with variability 

• Considering this, it becomes vital to understand your context and 

culture, the implications of current management and control models, as 

the foundation for existing beliefs and concepts 
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The Learning of open concepts – Way Forward 

• Efficiency-Thoroughness Trade-off – ETTO (Hollnagel, Woods, et al.) 

- What are the means for successful trade-offs’ ? 

- What can be understood and learnt from that ? 

 

• Modelling Resilience Engineering in Maintenance and Outage – MoREMO (NKS) 

- How does performance variability manifests itself ? 

- What are the means for identify, understand and adjust to variability ? 

- Can Safety Management develop by embracing adaptation and flexibility ? 

 

• Functional Resonance Analysis Method – FRAM (Hollnagel) 

- Introduces performance variability as a theory of a complex reality 

 

• Contextual Assessment of Organisational Culture – CAOC (Oedewald & Reiman) 

- Methodology for defining the critical demands to fulfil the Organizational Core Task 

– a potential approach towards resilience 
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The Prospects 

• What-if… 

- lesser pursue of control of every single activity?  

(they cannot be fully encompassed) 

- moving from control mode to vigilance?  

(sustainable awareness, attention, alertness)  

- building autonomous functions?  

(make less complex, more transparent, looser couplings, less dependability) 

- allowing for more self-organization of work and structures?  

(innovation-friendly, managable, effective, distributed processes, ownership, 

familiarization) 

- establishing a shared and distributed goal-orientated management of activities  

- what to achieve 

- supporting distributed risk management  

- how to achieve 
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The Vision & The Mission 

• Resilience Engineering - a ‘World Cup Soccer’ Case 

- Continuous and individual control of each single opponent  

– old school (1950-60) 

versus  

- Distributed team focus on the game situation – modern Brazil (1980-90) 

- Managed by understanding, absorbing and mitigating the risk trough a systemic 

zone-based defense system - constituting a more robust and adaptive system 

Learning 
(factual) 

Responding 
(actual) 

Monitoring 
(critical) 

Anticipating 
(potential) 

Knowing what  

happened 

Knowing  

what to do 

Knowing what  

to look for 

Knowing what  

to expect 

(Hollnagel,2009) 
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Conclusions and Discussions 

• Successful Safety Management of today will most likely demand a profound 

reconsideration of old paradigms, and the adoption of new ways of thinking 

 

• Deterministic approaches would thus give way for models including uncertainty,  

the presence of performance variability, and the need for continuous adjustments 

Thank You! 
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